Summer 2022
Newsletter
We are open and stoked to make our adventures yours!
Contact Information:
We love to talk!
1 (888) 837-5417 (toll-free in
North America)
1 (250) 837-5417 (outside North
America)
Summer Adventures:
info@helicanada.com
www.helicanada.com
Winter Adventures:
info@revelstokeskitouring.com
www.revelstokeskitouring.com

We have been waiting patiently for summer 2022 to welcome guests again from
beyond our borders. It has been so much fun to share our outside office with
guests after two years of patience. We have missed observing the grandeur and
beauty of the mountains, washing over our guest’s faces causing their smiles.
We are stoked to make our adventures yours. Call us and tell us your idea of an
adventure for August and September.

Meet our new team member.
Malik is a two-and-a-half-year-old Czech Shepherd. Malik joined the team in
April 2021 bringing lots of dog hair – we love it! Bob contacted the RCMP in
2019 to see if they had a dog that would be a good fit for the avalanche profile.
Malik came to us from the RCMP Police Dog Services Kennels because he was
not aggressive enough to be a police dog. Malik performed well in tracking and
search and rescue – so a perfect fit as an avalanche dog. Malik is currently
certified by CARDA as an Avalanche Dog in Training. We are looking forward to
his next test in January 2022 to become an Avalanche Dog Team. This will be
Bob’s second Avalanche Dog. If Bob is guiding you either in the summer or
winter, you bet that Malik will be around enthusiastically enjoying the day while
offering free dog hair.

We would love to hear
from you!
Stay and Play
Revelstoke has a two night stay
and play offer. If you book
directly with the
accommodation provider, you
get 25% off the first $500.00 – a
$125.00 savings per guest.
Have a peak at their page. We
are fans of the stay and play
people!
Mountain Quote:
“Nature is one of the most
underutilized treasures in life. It
has the power to unburden
hearts and reconnect to that
inner place of peace.” – Janice
Anderson

What is your Adventure of Choice this summer?
It’s here, among the lakes and peaks, that the day’s adventures will
unfold under the watchful eye of your highly qualified guide. Whether you’ve
chosen the quiet peace of hiking, fishing or backpacking, the adrenaline-boost
of rock climbing or mountaineering or even the relaxation of picnicking, the
mountains are now yours. Except, of course, that after a day spent on the slopes,
searching for the perfect photograph or and watching the wildlife as it
watches you, it may well be you who belongs to the mountains.

Our European Friends are crossing the Atlantic for heli hiking.
We know how busy the mountains are in Europe. We have always had guests from Europe searching for pristine wilderness
in the summer. Now we are seeing more of our European friends hiking with us. Fantastic. We look forward to sharing our
office with more of you soon. We are sure you will enjoy the wonderful Hillcrest Hotel while you are adventuring with us.

Winter Season 2022 – 2023 is approaching!
Our rates and dates for the winter will be posted in September. We are planning on AST courses and ski touring. Usually by
the end of November, we are booked for the season. Talking to us in September is a good idea! Our guests have asked to
use the helicopter to get farther into the backcountry – we love it. Share your ideas with us and let’s shred!

